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After five years of living in exile in Rio de Janeiro, things are beginning to look up for
British businessman and reformed criminal, John Angell. He is anxiously awaiting the
arrival of his daughter Katy, who is flying in for an overdue reunion.
In another part of the city, The President of Brazil, Rosa Vargas, is suspicious of a
covert plot to seize power of her country and nervously awaits confirmation from her
stepson returning from England with a list of the conspirators names.
John and Rosa’s paths violently intersect when their worlds are torn apart by a
terrible act of violence. Rosa is desperate to protect Brazil’s vulnerable citizens and
its fragile democracy from a hostile takeover and enlists John’s help in uncovering
the conspiracy. Seeking revenge he accepts and an international investigation
begins that pits John and Rosa against a corrupt business tycoon who has everything
to gain and nothing to lose.
This action-packed political thriller reaches a cataclysmic end at Rio’s giant statue
of Christ the Redeemer on Corcovado Mountain, where not only John and Rosa’s lives
hang in the balance, but the fate of all Brazil.

One
Saturday, April 10th, 1998
The early morning mist clung to Corcovado Mountain as the limousine climbed smoothly toward the
summit. As soon as the Mercedes pulled up, a man jumped out and walked purposefully toward the first
flight of steps.
It was early, just after 7 a.m., and the usual tidal wave of tourists had not yet arrived. The man began to
race up the steps two or three at a time. Three minutes and almost three hundred steps later, he had reached
the top. He was barely out of breath.
At forty four, John Angell was past his prime, but his fitness and strength were sources of pride to him.
He despised those who let themselves or their lives go to waste. He was still only a few pounds heavier
than he had been twenty years earlier.
The mist, which had seemed so persistent moments before, lifted as dramatically as the curtain at Rio’s
Theatro Municipio. Angell could now see, stretching far in the distance, the waters of Guanabara Bay
and, in the foreground, the first cable car making its way up to Sugar Loaf Mountain. To the north, a plane
was taking off from Santos Dumont airport for the early morning shuttle to Sao Paulo. The sea lapped at
the end of the runway and, just as it seemed the plane would plunge into the bay, its nose came up and it
climbed steeply into the morning sky.
The sun broke through the clouds and its rays glinted on the surface of the water. It was a Saturday and
the keen yachtsmen were already out, their brightly coloured sails standing out in sharp relief against the
blue of sea and sky. Angell felt a pang of regret. Two and half thousand feet below him lay Rio de Janeiro,
the city he had called home for the past five years. It was now 1998, but it seemed only yesterday that he
had first taken the road to Corcovado, the Hunchback Mountain, and climbed the steps to admire the giant
statue of Cristo Redentor and take in the panoramic view over the city, the mountains and the sea. He
remembered how he had been able to pick out his hotel, perched precariously on a rocky headland between
the beaches of Ipanema and Copocabana. He had known even then that he had done the right thing.
The cariocas, the natives of Rio, believe that God is a Brazilian and, as John looked down, he could
understand why. The mountains and the sea form the city’s natural boundaries, and the city below him was
now bathed in bright morning sunshine, warm, white and welcoming. It was a long way from the council
estate in West London where Angell had grown up.
He had done well, better than most. He had it made and he had made it by his own efforts. True, at the
end it had been a close run thing. He had arrived at Galaeo International Airport with the clothes he stood
up in, plus half a million pounds in cash and bearer bonds strapped to his body.
He rarely came to the mountain now but, on this special morning, he took particular pleasure in the
magnificent, silent vista. Today was different; today he would meet the daughter he had not seen in five
years. Soon he would be back in England, free as a bird, living the life of a country gentleman with his
beloved daughter, Katy.
John Angell never thought of himself as a criminal. He was an entrepreneur, a businessman. He was
a self-made man. He had come up the hard way; true, he had taken some shortcuts, but the more he had
learned about business, the more he appreciated it was a dog eat dog life. Some of the dogs had even been
to public school and Oxford but, when money was at stake, breeding and names were soon forgotten.
Angell had found himself on the wrong side of the law in his teenage years, but a short spell in borstal
had instilled in him a deep respect for the virtues of not getting caught. A big, strong lad, he gravitated
to the local criminal scene straight from school, and, a quick learner, he soon came to appreciate the
risks attached to the cruder forms of crime. He regarded his early associates as men who not only lacked
intelligence, imagination and ambition, but men who frittered away what they had.
‘Easy come, easy go’ was a philosophy that repulsed him. With single minded dedication, Angell
set about establishing himself as a more or less legitimate businessman. His only concern was that the
businesses had large cash turnovers and, starting with mini-cabs, his empire grew to include used cars,
drinking clubs, ice cream vans, video hire and fruit machines. Money was never squandered but always
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reinvested.
The years of hard work paid off; the Angells became financially secure and almost respectable. Their
only child, Katy, went to a fashionable private school and the family lived in a substantial detached house
near the Botanic Gardens at Kew. John Angell even found himself invited to an increasing number of
respectable social functions and charity events.
He worried that things were going too well and he recognised he had made enemies. Angell was a
puritan. He despised drugs and detested pimps. His businesses provided obvious outlets for such services
and his intolerance meant he made some powerful enemies. When the fateful day came, he realised too late
that he had been set up by rivals who wanted to take over his empire.
The first blow came with an impossibly huge tax demand based, as the inspector curtly informed him,
on information received. Twenty years of hard graft were at stake but the net was tightening; income tax,
VAT, national insurance, customs and excise. Everyone wanted a piece of him.
He started selling assets but realised there were no genuine buyers. They had been warned off and he
was left with no option but to sell at knockdown prices to his business ‘rivals’.
Angell knew instinctively he had to make a run for it while he still had the resources to get away. He
visited his widowed mother in Shepherds Bush, where they sat into the early hours discussing Katy’s
future. Gladys Angell was devoted to her only grandchild.
Eventually, she said, ‘Son, you have to do what you think best, but I’m too old to change my ways. Can
you see me living in Rio? I bet you can’t even get a decent cup of tea. And it’s not fair to take an eleven
year old girl with you. Tearing her away from friends, from school, from me. You just can’t do it.’
With a heavy heart, Angell agreed. Katy would stay with Grandma while he got away and tried to sort
things out.
Brazil and especially Rio de Janeiro had been good to him. He had arrived just in time to catch the
beginning of the first Brazilian economic ‘miracle’. For a man with some capital prepared to take chances
and work hard, there were plenty of business opportunities. In five years he had made a large fortune. He
still went to the golf club, only now he part owned it. Better still, he was free. Eighteen months of delicate
negotiations with the UK tax authorities cost him a seven figure sum in back taxes, but had concluded with
the granting of immunity from prosecution.
The collapse of the Brazilian boom and the unexpected election of a radical government were additional
reminders that he had been away too long. Now he could go home; rich, free and clean.
Life was sweet and everything was perfect in the best of all possible worlds. There had been knocks
on the way, especially his marriage and divorce, but even that had produced Katy. He rarely thought of
his ex-wife; it made him too angry. Sheila was the original good time girl who had been had by all, but
Angell had been so besotted by her vivacity and considerable physical charms that he rushed headlong into
marriage. He regretted not accepting a friend’s advice that Sheila was well worth screwing, but not worth
screwing your life up by marrying.
Inevitably, he had caught Sheila in the act and his world temporarily fell apart. Sheila herself was
packed and gone in less than an hour. He had not spoken to her since that day but he had heard from her
lawyers. The divorce had proved costly.
He felt bitter and betrayed but he also realised how much Katy had done to soothe his savaged ego.
She had an impish grin that melted his heart. Now she was sixteen, a young woman. They often spoke on
the phone, swapped photographs, audio and video tapes, but the reality of actually seeing her again was
frightening.
She sounded excited but how did she really feel about him? Did she think he had deserted her just as
her mother had done?
John Angell had a reputation as a hard man but, even as he thought of her, tears welled up in his eyes. ‘I
must be getting soft,’ he murmured to himself. ‘Time to get on, things to do.’
But, in fact, there was plenty of time; John Angell was beginning the longest day of his life.
*****
Six thousand miles away, Sir Gerald Carlisle was in an unusually agitated and anxious state. As Chairman
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of CTD Holdings, an immense if largely anonymous industrial conglomerate, he normally exuded
confidence and optimism. Today was different. He sat alone in his palatial London office waiting for a
telephone call. The building was quiet, deserted by its weekday army of office workers.
As he waited, Carlisle glanced through the papers in front of him. He knew the numbers almost by
heart. His agile financial brain threw them into alternative configurations; a futile attempt to come to
a different, less drastic, solution. He left his desk and went into his executive washroom. Taking care
to leave the door open to ensure he heard the telephone, he washed his hands for the fourth time that
afternoon.
Carlisle looked doubtfully at his reflection in the mirror. It was not a pretty sight. He had always been
overweight, even fat, but now his face was puffy, his complexion mottled, and his hair had receded so far
as to be invisible without tilting his head forward. Carlisle was fifty-nine but felt older. Was it only three
years ago he had won the International Businessman of the Year award for the second year running?
Now he felt tired, deserted by his normal bounce and vitality. He moved back into his office and, even
as he did so, he felt his hands beginning to sweat again. How had he sunk so low?
He knew the answer but it was too painful to accept. CTD Holdings had come on leaps and bounds in
the twenty years that Carlisle had been in full control. Once a Birmingham-based industrial manufacturing
company, it had diversified and expanded to become one of Britain’s largest and most profitable
multinationals. It no longer concentrated solely on the UK; its investments and operations were truly
global in scale.
Carlisle prided himself on spotting the coming trends, and he had plunged CTD into the lucrative and
booming Asian economies, as well as investing heavily in South American manufacturing, oil and gas
exploration and forestry. In recent years, Brazil had become the real jewel in CTD’s crown.
His business philosophy was simple; buy cheap, sell expensive. The more you buy and sell, the greater
the profit, and CTD had grown bigger and bigger. And yet, in the rush for growth, fuelled by that onwards,
upwards philosophy, few had noticed how vulnerable and overextended the CTD empire really was.
Already the whole Asian investment portfolio looked shaky, and now someone was threatening to
expose his operations in Brazil, the real cornerstone of his business empire. To protect the organisation he
had built, the company he loved and cherished more than his family, Carlisle would not flinch from his
duty. The entire future of his business world had been placed in jeopardy and only he could save it.
Carlisle had a reputation in the city of London as a ruthless man, whose single-mindedness and seeming
indifference to the fate of those whose businesses he destroyed, or whose workers he made redundant,
suggested a man without principles. But nothing could be further from the truth. His overriding principle
was victory at any cost. Desperate situations required desperate remedies. He would not shrink from the
challenge.
Still restless, Carlisle left his desk again and went to the safe in his office wall. He took out a slim
black leather-bound diary and began to leaf through its pages. The master plan was, of course, in his head,
but even Carlisle could not instantly recall the names and contact numbers of all those who were to play a
decisive role in restoring the fortunes of his crumbling empire. By the time he had finished checking and
cross-checking names, times, dates and places, Carlisle was satisfied that the plan was as perfect as he
could make it.
There was an immediate threat to the grand design, and Carlisle was waiting to hear if that specific
threat had been neutralised. The telephone rang. He forced himself to pause and then announced, ‘Sir
Gerald Carlisle.’
There was a moment’s silence before a disembodied voice announced, ‘Phase one has been completed.’
The telephone went dead and Carlisle slowly replaced the receiver. He was committed now; it was too late
to turn back.
He felt the tension drain from his body and poured himself a celebratory malt whisky. The waiting was
over, the game was on and he felt a surge of adrenaline coursing through his body. Carlisle was back in
control. He had felt so helpless waiting, dangling like a puppet on a string. He smiled; he was the puppet
master now.
History might condemn him for what was about to happen, but he had long shared Henry Ford’s
conviction that history was bunk. To him, the issue was simple; a man had to defend what was his. His
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conscience was clear; he would sleep well tonight. First thing in the morning, he would drive the Bentley
down to his country house in Kent and insist that her ladyship and his young son accompany him to the
morning service in the village church.
*****
The President of Brazil was exhausted; she was emotionally, intellectually and physically drained. In the
six months since her shock election, Rosa Vargas had aged ten years, now looking closer to fifty than her
real age of thirty eight. There was so much to do, so many problems to solve and too few people she could
trust.
It was hard to believe that she was actually the leader of the fifth largest country in the world. The
assassination of her husband, Eduardo, had sparked such massive public unrest that the military had
backed down and allowed truly free elections for the first time in twenty years. His martyr’s death had
become the focus of the People’s Party’s electoral campaign.
The name of Vargas was on everyone’s lips, and Rosa had been unable to resist the public’s demands
that she owed it to her dead husband, and to the masses of poor people in Brazil, to pick up the mantle of
leadership.
Now the excitement and euphoria of the elections, the parades and demonstrations had faded. Now
something had to be done to tackle the immense economic and social problems. She did not want
for courage, but she was daunted by the scale of the task; a task which now looked impossible if the
information she had recently received proved to be correct.
If the allegations were true, what could she do? In her election speeches, she had often spoken of Brazil
as a sleeping giant waiting to be aroused. But suppose the giant were permanently shackled before she
could awake him? Democracy and social justice would be lost for another generation, perhaps forever. She
missed Eduardo terribly; he was always so decisive, so sure of himself and his capabilities.
Despite the age gap, their relationship had always been one of equals. But Eduardo had always been
at the front while Rosa planned and advised behind the scenes. Now she was centre stage and the eyes of
nations, of the continent, were on her. The media were always likening her to Eva Peron, but Rosa lacked
both the glamour and the desire to strike film star poses. She was a serious person, her naturally severe
features now deeply etched with worry and fatigue.
Despite having had no sleep for almost thirty hours, Rosa Vargas forced herself to concentrate. If she
chose to do nothing, the forces of reaction would triumph and the desperate peasants and shanty town
dwellers would feel betrayed. If she acted, she might fail, and her own life would be in grave jeopardy. The
generals had temporarily retired to their barracks but there was no guarantee they would stay there.
She must act, she must be decisive, but first, she must be sure of her ground. She had dispatched her
most trusted lieutenant to London to confirm her worst fears. She had great confidence in Alberto who, at
twenty five, was more like a younger brother than a stepson.
Alberto’s mother had died in childbirth. Though suspicious of Rosa at first, Alberto quickly realised the
depth of the bond between her and his father, and they had clung together in their grief in the days after
Eduardo Vargas’s assassination. His coded message from London simply said, ‘Do nothing until I return’.
She had taken the presidential plane from Brasilia to Rio in order to meet him, and to learn at first hand
and as soon as possible what dark secrets he had uncovered.
She glanced at the ornamental clock on the marble fireplace, calculated the time difference and worked
out that Alberto would be boarding the Varig flight at Heathrow at any moment. There was nothing she
could do until she heard his story. She needed to be alert, ready to make the most important decisions of
her life. She must rest, get some sleep. Rosa Vargas stumbled into the adjoining bedroom and fell asleep
the moment her head hit the pillow.
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Two
Even in the bustle of a busy Heathrow departure lounge, eyes turned to follow the elegant young woman
with long blond hair who was making her way to the check-in gate. Her apparent poise and confidence
suggested a model or an actress, but she was still only a schoolgirl.
The expensive education had left its mark and, while Katy Angell still spent most of her school holidays
with her Grandma in a flat in Shepherds Bush, she did not look out of place in a first class passenger
lounge at Heathrow Airport. But, beneath the surface calm, she was agitated, her stomach churning and her
hands trembling. She was on her way to meet her father, a man she had not met for five years.
She remembered that, as a small child, he frightened her. It was not that he was cruel or unkind - on
the contrary, he was affectionate and caring - but she saw with the clarity of a child’s eye that other adults
were wary of him.
She had never seen her Dad act in a violent way but she remembered, as if it were yesterday, the
screams of her mother and her Mum’s friend, Tony, on the day Dad threw them out. She did not understand
why her Mum had never been in touch and, the only time she had screwed up her courage to ask her Dad,
he had dismissed her with the words, ‘We don’t need her, we’ve got each other. You and me, we don’t need
anyone else.’
The only other passenger under fifty in the lounge was a handsome young man seated directly opposite,
who seemed as nervous and anxious as Katy herself. He wore an expensive if well worn lightweight
suit, and the white of his shirt contrasted attractively with his dark complexion. She thought he might be
Brazilian and, when the Varig flight was called, her suspicions were confirmed. He rose immediately and
she left the lounge just behind him. She wondered who he was and she wondered, in particular, why the
black leather briefcase he carried was chained to his wrist. When the formalities of boarding had been
completed, she was surprised and pleased to find that he had been allocated the seat next to her in the first
class section. It was good to have a distraction and she hoped they might strike up a conversation. She did
not want to spend the whole flight worrying about what to say to her father, or to think about whether they
would be able to establish a relationship.
To her relief, the young man spoke first.
‘Excuse me, but would you like the window seat? I’m always restless on these long flights and I like to
move about. I would not want to disturb your sleep.’
‘No, but thanks anyway. I’m too excited about seeing my Dad to sleep, I haven’t seen him since I
was...I haven’t seen him for five years.’
‘Really? You must be looking forward to it. My father was...my father died last year and I miss him
terribly. What does your father do, Miss?’
‘Angell, Katy Angell. He’s a businessman in Rio. And you?’
‘Excuse my manners. My name is Alberto Vargas.’
He was easy to talk to. She liked the way he talked to her, though Katy conceded that he might believe
she was three or four years older than her sixteen years. She was immediately attracted to him. He was
handsome, but also had a vulnerable look about him. He looked in his early twenties, but could well have
been older. He seemed pleased to chat, and his previously anxious state quickly disappeared.
The long flight passed quickly. Alberto was witty and entertaining and Katy learned much about Brazil
without ever feeling she was being lectured.
‘I hope you will enjoy your brief stay in my country. Rio is beautiful and there is much to see and do. If
my work allows it, I would be pleased to show you some of the sights. I have a special pass which allows
me to go to places not always open to the public.’
‘I’d love to. I’ll have to ask my Dad but I’m sure it will be okay. Shall I give you my Dad’s number?’
‘Please do. I can’t say exactly when I will call. There is so much to do and so little time, but I will try, I
promise you.’
She got the impression that Alberto had a very important job, but he seemed so young, and it was hard
to imagine what he did. At one point he seemed almost to suggest that somehow the very future of Brazil
was in his hands. She was used to young men trying to impress her, but she had never heard anything on
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this scale.
As the pilot announced the plane’s approach to Galaeo International Airport, she noticed that Alberto
had once again become anxious and preoccupied. As the plane began to circle, the pilot announced that the
flight had arrived an hour early. He explained that the prevailing westerly winds usually slowed the plane,
but today the wind had come from the east. They would have to circle for a time.
Katy was not an experienced air traveller and she began to feel uneasy. She asked Alberto exactly why
they had to circle. He smiled, replying, ‘To use up fuel, so that if we crash, the fire will be a few degrees
cooler.’
Katy trembled and Alberto quickly apologised for his thoughtlessness. Calmly and without show he
took her right hand, holding it tightly in his own.
‘Don’t worry, Brazilian pilots are the best in the world.’ Katy smiled and made no effort to withdraw
her hand.
The plane banked and began its descent to the airport. As it came through the clouds, Katy leaned
across Alberto to see the lights of Rio twinkling below. This was it. She was excited at the prospect of
arrival and, judging by the way Alberto seemed to be holding his breath, he was enjoying her closeness.
The plane gradually lost height until she could make out individual buildings, street lights, cars, even
people. They cleared the trees on the airport perimeter, the landing gear was down and the wheels of the
747 were just about to touch the runway.
There was a sudden flash inside the cabin and everything went black.
Katy screamed. She could see nothing; nothing at all. As she screamed, she realised that she could not
hear her own voice or anything around her. She was blind and deaf.
She could feel her scream though the vibration in her larynx and she could smell burning. She put
her hands to her ears as if to press or shake them into working, but quickly withdrew them because of a
burning sensation in her fingers. Her head was getting hotter by the second. In a frenzy, she put her hands
on top of her head, and her brain immediately confirmed what her sense of smell and touch had already
told her. Her hair was on fire. She was being burnt alive.
She was choking, coughing, gasping. Her last thoughts were that she would never see her father again.
Half conscious, Katy was sinking fast. She felt something, someone, hitting her about the head, but it did
not hurt; nothing hurt any more. She fell into a dark void.
Alberto Vargas had welcomed the distraction of chatting to the attractive English girl. She seemed a
little young for her age but she was bright and good fun. Once Rosa Vargas had received his message, she
would have to act decisively or become a puppet. Either way, he had done his job. He had gathered the
information in London through exhaustive research in newspaper offices, Companies House and business
libraries. He had talked, it seemed, to a thousand people, each of whom was able to contribute a part of the
jigsaw without knowing of its existence.
Whatever happened, he would have a day or so to unwind before Rosa decided on her final course of
action. He would be there by her side at the moment of destiny, just as she had been by his father’s side
when he was gunned down emerging from the Rio Palace Hotel. In the meantime, it would be nice to
spend a few hours on the beach with Katy Angell.
He was dazzled by the blinding white light, and he felt rather than heard the booming, concussive noise.
He smelled the smoke, acrid and choking, and he saw tongues of flame coming from both the floor and
roof of the cabin. He stared in horror as they reached and then engulfed the young woman beside him. He
could not just sit there. He had to do something.
Whether by impulse or intention, he found himself trying to beat out the flames with his bare hands.
Katy Angell had become instantly hysterical, and had fallen silent almost as quickly. He fell across her,
attempting to smother the flames with his own body, and used his already burnt hands to strike at the fire
monster devouring the young woman.
As the smoke and fumes penetrated into his lungs, he knew it was hopeless. He thought of the mother
who had died giving birth to him, and of his father lying in a pool of blood outside the hotel. He tried to
call out to them but it was too late. The visions faded, and then they were gone.
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*****
The captain and first officer of Varig flight VL 340 were just beginning to relax when the disaster struck.
The wheels were nearly touching the tarmac when they felt a savage jolt, and the plane bucked and reared
like a wild stallion. The instruments had gone, but that was the least of their problems. The plane slammed
the runway hard, and the captain immediately realised that the undercarriage had disappeared. There was
screaming in his ears from the control tower and pandemonium on the flight deck. He fought to control the
aircraft, but it was to no avail.
The cockpit rapidly filled with black acrid smoke. He tried the reverse trust but the plane was slewing
out of control. They were thrown forward as the aircraft’s nose tilted, skidding down the runway. The
sound of metal shrieking, grinding and tearing penetrated the skin of the aircraft. Huge clouds of sparks
shot up from the tarmac like fireworks at a carnival. The noise was deafening and seemingly endless.
Eventually, the plane shuddered to a halt. The pilots stumbled, feeling their way through the smoke
and flames to the emergency exit. As they struggled with the door, they slowly registered the fact that the
forward section of the plane was all that was left of the giant aircraft.
The flight controller and his two colleagues saw Varig flight VL340 coming in to land. There had been
no warning of any trouble, no suggestion of anything different from the hundred other landings seen that
day. They could scarcely believe it when, at the precise moment of touchdown, the 747 simply burst into
pieces. It was as if the neck of the plane had been sliced away, severed from the main body of the fuselage.
Plumes of fire shot into the air, and a huge cloud of black smoke rose into the early evening sky.
While the front portion of the plane screeched down the runway, the much larger rear section had
been blown sideways by the impact. It slid off the runway, across the grass, and into the path of a
British Airways 747 flight bound for Lisbon and London. The captain of the BA flight had just received
notification of his take off slot. He was completing his instrument check when he saw the Varig 747
explode and a gigantic mass of molten metal career towards his aircraft. It took only a moment, but time
seemed to stand still.
There was nothing he nor anyone could do to stop the runaway monster from devouring him and his
passengers. Within seconds, the aircrafts collided, a tremendous explosion shaking the control tower and
blowing out the windows. A huge orange fireball expanded until it consumed a Lufthansa 757 which had
been following the BA plane down the taxiway. Another huge explosion soon followed as thousands of
gallons of aviation fuel ignited.
The drivers of the emergency service vehicles sat in their cabs, open mouthed, unable to believe the
evidence of their own eyes. The explosions reverberated in their ears; the intense heat of the fireball could
be felt a mile away. Their supervisor knew instinctively that no one could possibly survive the fiery inferno
and, recovering himself, he directed all but the fire-fighters to assist potential survivors from the front
portion of the Varig 747.
The howls of a hundred sirens filled the night air as the emergency services scrambled to cope with the
worst aviation disaster the world had ever seen.
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